
!e real time demo of atomic scale imaging of a 
topological insulator surface at the APS March 
meeting, in that essentially street level setting with the 
cryogenic compressor running is simply awesome.  All 
these physicists walking by and tapping on it did not 
make any di"erence… It is very impressive!”

While RHK’s PanScan and R9 Control looked very 
promising, for a mK system many more challenges 
loomed ahead.  Dr. Moodera still needed to select a mK 
cryostat package.  And the mK cryostat design required a 
specialized transferable scanner mounted at the bottom of 
a very tall cryostat. Janis Research was selected to provide 
his mK cryostat.  !e superconducting magnet was 
provided by Cryomagnetics. 

RHK and Janis agreed to work together, utilizing their 
many years of experience to design a system with unique 
capabilities that did not compromise the performance of 
the scanner or cryostat. While keeping the core PanScan 
head essentially standard, RHK built a unique mounting 
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OVERVIEW   
As a Senior Research Scientist at a world-renowned 
university, you’ve set your sights on a ground-breaking 
experiment to detect Majorana fermions on a metal 
surface.  !is will require a highly stable STM that can 
operate at millikelvin temperatures with the ability to 
be rotated precisely inside of a 5T in-plane magnetic 
"eld.  

No commercial STM had this capability, so a custom 
instrument would need to be developed.  Which 
supplier do you choose to meet the complex challenges 
you know are ahead in a di#cult, high-risk task?  And 
why do you think they can rise to the occasion and 
ensure your success?

Dr. Moodera had learned about RHK’s cryogenic scan 
head and R9 Controller from his own experience at 
the American Physical Society’s March meeting.  A live 
demonstration of the PanScan Freedom, a cryogen-
free system was underway at RHK’s booth, producing 
remarkable atomic resolution results without the need 
for special system isolation against ambient noise and 
vibration. 
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and transport system to securely anchor the head inside of 
the magnet at the base of the cryostat.  

RHK also designed a mechanism to enable unlocking the 
scanner from the base, raising it up and mounting it into a 
second stage inside of the load lock.  !is second operating 
position allows the quick exchange of the probe and 
sample at room temperature and the ability to verify room 
temperature operation before returning the scan head to 
the bottom of the cryostat.  Eliminating cooling cycles with 
imperfect tips or samples greatly increases productivity as 
well as saves large amounts of helium.

All RHK elements were designed to be compatible with 
the Janis mK cryostat construction and geometry.  Both 
inter-operated as designed to reach and maintain 350 mK 
temperatures while imaging.  !is customized joint-e$ort 
system has been installed and tested, is fully operational, 
and delivered strong imaging performance in Dr. Moodera’s 
lab at MIT.  !e images below are excerpts of his published 
research.

 
Having worked with an STM for a couple of years, I 
can clearly appreciate the magnitude of this fantastic 
accomplishment by RHK Technology.  I am totally 
con#dent in our choice…a custom built mK STM/nc-
AFM from RHK

Dr. Moodera is now working with RHK to expand the 
capability of his STM system by modifying the scan head 
to incorporate novel capabilities for advanced scanning 
operation.  RHK is providing the scan head drawings and 
technical support to enable them in highly challenging 
future experiments. .

SYSTEM   
Customized PanScan STM head installed in 300 mK He3 cryostat from Janis Research Company.  Scan head 
transferrable in-situ to load lock for sample/tip exchanges and testing probe and sample before cooling down to mK 
base temperature for imaging.  Cooled scan head can be rotated within magnetic "eld.  Overall design ensures high 
stability and low noise of the system even without any internal vibration isolation.

Top %ange assembly of cryostat 
showing rotation stage

Receiving stage in bottom  
of cryostat

Bottom view of scan head showing 
pluggable connections.
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RHK PanScan mK-magnet SPM 
(cutaway views): 

Image shows position of scan head 
in load lock and cryogenic positions 
along with raise/lower and locking 
mechanism.  

RHK PanScan:
Ready to scan at 350 mK in 8T magnetic "eld.  Solid 
atomic resolution with high resolution spectroscopic 
imaging without internal vibration isolation.

PanScan Load Lock Details:
Interior view of load lock showings pincer-grip wobble stick 
along with in-situ storage racks for spare tips and samples.  
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RESULTS   

(a) Large scale image of 20 nm V "lm on sapphire substrate.   
(b) Atomic image of V(110) surface.  

(c) Large scale image of 4 nm Au grown on V surface. (Inset) dI/dV spectrum 
showing the edge of the surface energy band.   

(d) Atomic image showing hexagonal atomic lattice of Au(111).

Superconductivity in the Surface State of Noble Metal Gold and its Fermi Level Tuning by EuS Dielectric.
Physical Review Letters PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 122, 247002 (2019)
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Topographic and spectroscopic data on a Au(111) nanowire with a 2 ML EuS overlayer.  !e topological 
transition is demonstrated as the magnetic "eld is increased in the direction of the nanowires, the superconducting 

gap is shown "lling in until a pair of Zero Bias Peaks (ZBP)  appear, a clear signature of Majorana Zero Modes 
(MZM).  Data acquired at 380 mK.

(A) !e STM topography image of a Au(111) nanowire array with two MLs of EuS deposited over it.  
(B) Zoomed-in STM topography image of a relatively large EuS island sitting at the edge of the Au nanowire.  

(C) !e atomically resolved EuS surface in the marked region.  
(D) Comparison of the dI/dV tunneling spectra under both H = 0 T and H = 4.8 T. A slight "lling in of the gap is    

       seen at positions 2 through 7 in the 4.8-T "eld.  
(E)  Sharp Zero Bias Points (ZBP) emerges for H = 4.8 T at positions 1 and 8.  

(F and G) !e evolution of the dI/dV spectra at position 1 and 8 as a function of the strength of the applied "eld. 

Signature of a pair of Majorana zero modes in superconducting gold surface states    
Proceedings of National Academy of Science PNAS April 21, 2020  117 (16) 8775-8782  
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